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Recently, the present authorll has for
mulated the indefinite-metric quantum field 
theory of the gravitational field as an ex
tension of the Kugo-Ojima formalism2> of 
the Yang-Mills field. Our formalism is 
based on the BRS transformation lJ in
troduced in that work :D It is a nilpotent 
derivation defined on the basis of the in
finitesimal general coordinate transforma
tion tb (x) ---'}@' (x'), where x and x ' de-

" " note the coordinates of the same space-time 
point. Then lJ is not commutative with 
the differential operator a"' that is, 

IJ(a,X) =a,a(X) +tca,c"·a"x, (I) 

where c" denotes one of the Faddeev-Popov 
(F -P) ghosts and X is an arbitrary field 
polynomial obeying bose or fermi statistics, 

tc being the gravitational constant. 
Very recently, Nishijima and Okawa3> 

and Kugo and Ojima4> have independently 
formulated the quantum field theory of the 
gravitational field on the basis of the BRS 
transformation introduced previously.5> This 
operation, which we denote by()', is again 
a nilpotent derivation, but it is defined on 
the basis of the transformation (b (x)---'}@ 1 (x), 
so that it commutes with a,. The above 
authors assert that a' is more satisfactory 
than a because only the former corresponds 
to the quantum-theoretical generator of the 
BRS transformation, though their formalism 
is more complicated than ours. 

Now, the purpose of this Letter is two
fold. First, we show that our theory based 
on lJ and theirs based on lJ' are mutually 
equivalent, as far as the Landau-gauge 
case is concerned. Secondly, we extend 
our theory to the non-Landau-gauge case, 
which is much simpler than that in their 
formalism. 

As is easily seen, a> , 4> • D lJ and ()' are 
mutually related through 

as far as X is a polynomial in ordinary 
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tensors and cr. The discrepancy between 
the iJ theory and the ()' one arises when 
one introduces an auxiliary boson field b .o 
and another F -P ghost c .o: In the former 
one assumes that 

&(br)=O, D(cr)=ib.o, 

while in the latter 

&' ( b p) = o, o' (c .o) = ib r . 

(3) 

(4) 

Evidently, (3) and ( 4) are different if (2) 
is applied also to b r and c .o· Correspond
ingly, the action integrals of both theories 
are different. 

It should be noted, however, that there 
is Jto reason for directly identifying b .o and 
c p in the 0 theory with those in the o' 
theory. That is, we should distinguish 
( b0 , c r) 's in both theories from each other. 

Hence we replace b .o and c .o in the o' 
theory by b / and c p', respectively. We 
propose the conversion formula 

(5) 

Then (3) is equivalent to 

o' (b/) =0, o' (c/) =ibp'. (6) 

Indeed, with (3) and (2), (5) reduces to 
b / =- io' (c p), i.e., (6); conversely, with 
(6) and (2), (5) reduces to b P =- iiJ (c./), 
i.e., (3). 

In the a theory, the gauge-fixing Lag
rangian density JGF and the F-P ghost 
one J FP are given byll 

J FP = ~ i I- ggl" (a PC p. a vcP +a i;p. a,,cr), 
(8) 

respectively. Hence in terms of b/ and 
c_o', we have 

J GF + JFP =- (2/C) -lg;<v (a pb/ +a vb /) 

+ (21C)- 1 i/Y(§~'") (8/lc/+avc/) 

-ia;. CfJf'Vc"o 11c/) (9) 

with fJP"=v-gg11".*1 We thus see that 

*1 iYC!Y')= -te [iJ,.c"· iJ'' + f!;_c' · !Y] -a;. (c'iJ'")]. 

the Lagrangian density J of the o theory 
is equivalent to that of the o' theory, 31 • 41 

as far as the Landau-gauge case is con
cerned. 

Next, we consider an extension of the o 
theory to the non-Landau-gauge case. If 
we give up the general linear invariance 
as m Refs. 3) and 4), then we may add 

(10) 

to J, where b.o=r;P"b" with r;.o" being the 
Minkowski metric. Of course, (10) is not 
equivalent to const b'.ob_o' of Refs. 3) and 
4). 

The field equations then become 

R·""-t g1""R-B~'"+ab.ob.oW"=ICT'", (11) 

g11 "iJ 1,8vcP-f-2ctb'8vcr=O, (13) 

gPv() 1,8 vc r +- 2abv() vc P = 0 (14) 

in the same notation as in Ref. 1). The 
covariant derivative of (11) becomes 

(15) 

The BRS current Jb'' and the F -P ghost 
one Jc'' remain unchanged. It is natural 
that they are independent of a. 

The asymptotic-field Lagrangian density 
acquires a term --a{3r(3P, and the 

asymptotic-field equations become 

U1'q.o 1,v-t Uv<f',/·l-ct/3v=0, (17) 

Dl3.o=O, LJrr=O, Ll7r=O. (18) 

The four-dimensional commutation relations 
are simply obtained from those in the 
Landau gaugell by replacing E (x-y) by 
(1-ct)E(x-y), 61 just as in quantum elec
trodynamics. Then the proof of the uni
tarity of the physical S-matrix remains 
unchanged. 

Thus our formalism based on o is much 
simpler than the one based on iJ'. 

It was quite beneficial to the present 
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author that he could communicate with 

the authors of Refs. 3) and 4) prior to 

making their preprints. 
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